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A B S T R A C T   

The coating composition of nanomedicines is one of the main features in determining the medicines' fate, 
clearance, and immunoresponse in the body. To highlight the coatings' impact in pulmonary administration, two 
micellar superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION) were compared. These nanoparticles are similar in 
size and charge but have different coatings: either phosphatidylcholine (PC-SPION) or bovine serum albumin 
(BSA-SPION). The aim of the study was to increase the understanding of the nano-bio interaction with the 
cellular and non-cellular components of the lung and underline valuable coatings either for local lung-targeted 
drug delivery in theranostic application or patient-friendly route systemic administration. PC-SPION and BSA- 
SPION were deposited in the alveoli by in vivo instillation and, despite the complexity of imaging the lung, 
SPION were macroscopically visualized by MRI. Impressively, PC-SPION were retained within the lungs for at 
least a week, while BSA-SPION were cleared more rapidly. The different lung residence times were confirmed by 
histological analysis and supported by a flow cytometry analysis of the SPION interactions with different myeloid 
cell populations. To further comprehend the way in which these nanoformulations interact with lung compo-
nents at the molecular level, we used fluorescence spectroscopy, turbidity measurements, and dynamic light 
scattering to evaluate the interactions of the two SPION with surfactant protein A (SP-A), a key protein in setting 
up the nanoparticle behavior in the alveolar fluid. We found that SP-A induced aggregation of PC-SPION, but not 
BSA-SPION, which likely caused PC-SPION retention in the lung without inducing inflammation. In conclusion, 
the two SPION show different outcomes from interaction with SP-A leading to distinctive fate in the lung. PC- 
SPION hold great promise as imaging and theranostic agents when prolonged pulmonary drug delivery is 
required.  
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1. Introduction 

The lung is one of the organs prone to non-parenteral direct entry 
routes. Inhalation, and to a lesser extent intranasal or intra-tracheal 
administration [1,2], have thus become the desired routes for treating 
in the first place pulmonary diseases. Indeed, pulmonary drug delivery 
allows for direct local targeting of the lungs gather with many advan-
tages over the other administration routes [3,4]. Thus, drugs can be 
delivered into the lungs with uniform distribution and several additional 
advantages: i) avoid a first-pass metabolism; ii) take a rapid onset of 
action; and iii) reach high local concentrations with lower doses and less 
toxicity. Pulmonary drug delivery can also be considered as a promising 
alternative for systemic delivery due to the relatively easy and rapid 
absorption of the molecules through the extended thin alveolar epithe-
lial layer and subsequent translocation into the bloodstream. For all of 
these reasons, this administration route has gained increasing interest 
and has been the subject of numerous pre-clinical studies [5,6]. 

Nanoparticle (NP)-based therapies offer many advantages over non- 
nano drug formulations, particularly the possibility of protecting labile 
drugs such as RNA vaccines or integrating multiple functions such as 
imaging modality for theranostic applications. They have enhanced 
therapeutic options such as codelivery of multiple drugs, reduced side 
effects, controlled drug release, and enhanced cellular targeting [7,8]. 
However, because of their nanometric size and high surface to volume 
reactivity, NP fate, and lung immune response can be completely 
different compared to lung delivery of simple drug molecules. Thus, 
their application is regarded with caution. In the past few decades, 
studies of the interaction of inhaled NP with the lungs have been focused 
primarily on determining the toxicity of specific compositions for eco- 
environmental toxicological studies [9] or their potential application 
in clinical drug delivery [5]. Convectional and diffusional mechanisms 
can efficiently help depositing inhaled or instilled NP in all lung regions 
with the proper size and delivery technology [4]. Using the correct 
methodology and NP surface engineering, they can provide sustained 
release in lung tissue. Due to the high bioavailability across the alveolar 
epithelium, this patient-friendly administration route is also an alter-
native to systemic or local therapy with reduced dosage [1,5]. Many 
formulations of different kinds of NP (biodegradable natural or synthetic 
polymeric, protein-, lipid- and metallic-based) have been reported for 
pulmonary administration [5,6,10,11]. Some of them have been inves-
tigated for several pulmonary diseases, including cystic fibrosis, asthma, 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, lung infections, lung cancer, and 
others under consideration or are currently being developed to treat 
many other non-lung related diseases [10,12,13]. These studies have 
looked mainly at the influence of type, size, charge, shape, or other 
features in the overall clearance of the NP [14]. Nevertheless, few ex-
amples have given details of NP's molecular interaction with alveolar 
components and its impact on the biodistribution and clearance from the 
lungs [15]. Especially with SP-A, a versatile lipid-binding recognition 
protein present in the alveolar fluid, a component of the lung surfactant 
corona and involved in lung defense, which has an essential role in NP 
opsonization [16–19]. Also, very few in vivo imaging applications have 
been described, probably due to the intrinsic difficulty of imaging this 
organ in continuous motion and mainly composed of air [6,20–25]. 

Our work demonstrates the possibility of applying micellar super-
paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION), coated with two clini-
cally suitable excipients as model nanomedicines, to visualize them in 
vivo by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and compare the coating 
effect on their fate, clearance, and interaction with alveolar components 
after pulmonary administration. The SPION formulations had similar 
sizes and charges but different coatings: bovine serum albumin (BSA) 
and phosphatidylcholine (PC). Because it is possible to load our micelles 
with hydrophobic drugs or dyes, we used fluorescence labeling as a 
strategy to confirm the MRI results with flow cytometry. We performed 
an analysis at different time points of the SPION interactions with the 
alveolar macrophages and the composition of the myeloid cells' 

population on the whole lung tissue. Finally, to appreciate the differ-
ences observed between the differently coated micellar SPION we did a 
complete study of their interaction with SP-A and the impact on its 
immunomodulatory action. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Synthesis and characterization of PC-SPION and BSA-SPION 

The synthesis of micellar PC-SPION and BSA-SPION and their com-
plete characterization methods have been described earlier. In brief, 
oleic acid-coated SPION were prepared following the protocol described 
by Yu et al. [26] and subsequently transferred to water through their 
coating with two different kinds of amphiphilic molecules: Bovine 
Serum Albumin (purchased from Merck Group, Darmstadt, Germany, 
CAS N◦ 9048-46-8, ref: A2153) and L-α-phosphatidylcholine from egg 
yolk (from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, Missouri, USA), CAS N◦ 8002-43-5, 
ref: 61755) [27,28]. Egg PC is a mixture of different phosphatidylcholine 
molecular species. Analysis of the profile composition of fatty acids in 
PC from egg yolk shows that the fatty acids are mainly saturated (44.8%) 
and monounsaturated (40.6%), with a small fraction (14.6%) of poly-
unsaturated fatty acids [29]. The hydrodynamic size, polydispersity 
index, and zeta potential of the SPION were measured with a Zetasizer 
Nano ZS90 (Malvern Instruments, UK). Morphology and core size were 
determined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) at a JEM 
1400PLUS (JEOL), equipped with a LaB6 filament, and operated at 120 
kV acceleration voltage. Diluted magnetic SPION suspensions were 
placed on carbon film-coated copper grids. Their solvent was evaporated 
at room temperature for 24 h. Negative staining was achieved by 
dropping 10 μL of an aqueous solution of uranyl acetate (UA) on TEM 
grids containing dried diluted solutions of the two different micellar 
SPION followed by incubation for 1 min and drying of the UA drop with 
a filter paper, similarly to the protocol described by Robin Harris [30]. 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectra were obtained 
on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 400 Series spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, 
USA). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) spectra were obtained with a 
Seiko TG/ATD 320 U, SSC 5200 (Seiko Instruments, Japan). The dried 
PC-SPION or BSA-SPION were heated from 20 ◦C to 1000 ◦C at 10 ◦C/ 
min under an airflow of 100 mL/min. Mass spectrometry was performed 
in a Bruker Esquire 3000 apparatus (Bruker Daltonik, Germany) 
equipped with an ESI source and an ion trap analyzer, coupled to an 
Agilent 1100 capillary LC system (Agilent Technologies, USA). The 
sample was diluted 1/10 in water/methanol (1:1) before the LC/MS 
analysis. The analyses were carried out by FIA (flow injection analysis), 
working in both polarities, using a 0.1% formic acid/methanol (50/50) 
mix as the mobile phase to promote ionization, at 0.1 mL/min. 

For some experiments, PC-SPION were fluorescently labeled with the 
lipophilic probe carbocyanine DiI-C18 (λex: 549 nm; λem: 565 nm) and 
BSA was conjugated with Alexa Fluor 647 fluorophore (λex: 650 nm; λem: 
670 nm). These modifications did not alter the surface properties of the 
micelles, especially their hydrodynamic sizes and zeta potential, as we 
have already shown in previous works [27,31]. 

2.2. Preparation of phosphatidylcholine vesicles 

Unilamellar vesicles of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) 
(Avanti Polar Lipids, Birmingham, AL, USA) were prepared as previ-
ously described [32–34]. Briefly, the required amounts of DPPC dis-
solved in chloroform/methanol (3:1 v/v) were evaporated to dryness 
under a gentle stream of nitrogen, and solvent traces were removed by 
evacuation under reduced pressure overnight. DPPC vesicles were pre-
pared at a phospholipid concentration of 1 mg/mL by hydrating dry 
lipid films in a buffer containing 5 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4 and 150 mM 
NaCl and swelling for 1 h at 50 ◦C, above the gel-to-liquid phase tran-
sition of DPPC. After vortexing, the resulting multilamellar vesicles were 
sonicated at the same temperature for 10 min at 390 W/cm2 (burst of 
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0.6 s, with 0.4 s between bursts) in a UP 200S sonicator with a 2 mm 
microtip. The final lipid concentration was assessed by phosphorus 
determination. 

2.3. In vivo MRI imaging of PC-SPION and BSA-SPION lung 
biodistribution after i.t. administration 

Male C57BL/6 mice provided from Janvier Labs (n = 3), eight weeks- 
old weighting 25 g, were used for MRI experiments. Mice were anes-
thetized using 2% isoflurane and maintained anesthetized via facial 
mask all the experiment. For instillation, intratracheal intubation was 
performed on the mice using a 22-Gauge Teflon intravenous catheter. 
The catheter was passed through the vocal cords into the trachea's 
beginning and positioned just before the carina. 50 μL of SPION contrast 
agent ([Fe] = 0.6 mg/mL) were deposited through the tracheal catheter. 
The contrast agent's solution was obtained by dissolving the SPION in 
saline solution (0.9% NaCl) to reach the desired concentration. After 
extubation, an MRI of the mice's lungs was acquired at different times, 
from 1 h up to 6 days. The images were acquired with a 7 T spectrometer 
(Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany), using a transmitter/receiver quadrature 
coil of 25 mm inner diameter (Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany). Mice were 
placed prone in a custom-built plastic holder and kept anesthetized with 
the same (2%) isoflurane conditions in a mixture of N2/O2 (80:20) via a 
facial mask. The body temperature was kept constant at 37 ◦C using a 
warm air blower feedback and a rectal probe, with constant respiration 
monitoring with an MRI compatible equipment (SAII, SA Instruments). 
One ultra-short echo time (UTE) axial slice positioned immediately 
above the diaphragm of 1 mm thickness was acquired for each animal, 
and ten consecutive coronal gradient-echo slices of 1 mm thickness to 
cover lung, liver, spleen, and kidney. Both acquisitions were performed 
with ten averages and respiratory gating. For UTE imaging, two 
consecutive 1 mm thick axial slices were acquired 2D multislice 
sequence (804 directions/256 points) with echo time (TE) of 468 μs, 
repetition time (TR) of 30 ms, a bandwidth of 100 kHz, flip angle (FA) of 
15 degrees and field of view (FOV) of 3.5 cm × 3.5 cm. The total 
acquisition time for ten averages was of about 4 min. For gradient-echo 
acquisitions, we also averaged ten times using respiratory gating and ten 
consecutive coronal slices using gradient-echo FLASH sequence with 4/ 
100 ms TE/TR, 30 degrees FA, and a 4.5 × 2.8 cm FOV with 256 × 128 
points. 

2.4. Ethics committee approval 

All the experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care 
and Ethics Committee of CIC biomaGUNE and the regional authorities. 

2.5. Ex-vivo analysis of PC-SPION and BSA-SPION after i.t. 
administration in the lung 

For these experiments, six to twelve weeks old C57BL/6 male and 
CD1 female mice were used throughout the study. Mice were lightly 
anesthetized with 2.0% isoflurane (Abbott, Cham, Switzerland) deliv-
ered in a box. 0.25 mg/kg of each SPION in 25 μL of saline (0.9%) or 
vehicle (25 μL of saline (0.9%)) was intratracheally administered with a 
micropipette. 

2.5.1. Histological analysis 
Histological analysis of SPION biodistribution in lung, liver, and 

kidney tissues was performed two days post-administration. Briefly, 
organs were extracted and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde before being 
embedded in paraffin blocks. Sections were deparaffinized and rehy-
drated before staining with Perls' Prussian blue to detect iron oxide 
cores. 

2.5.2. Flow cytometry analysis 
Mice (n = 3 for each group) were euthanized by intraperitoneal 

pentobarbital administration (60 mg/mL), and lungs were harvested 
and placed in HBSS. Whole lung tissue was digested in HBSS with lib-
erase (1 U/mL, Roche) and DNAse I (10-3 U/mL, Sigma) for 30 min at 
37 ◦C. Single-cell suspensions were then incubated with the indicated 
antibodies for 15–20 min at 4 ◦C. Phenotyping antibodies against CD45, 
CD11b, F4/80, SiglecF, Ly6G, CD103, CD11c, and MHCII were used for 
myeloid cells. Samples were acquired in an LSRII Fortessa (BDBio-
sciences). Doublets and DAPI+ cells were excluded from analyses using 
the FlowJo software (Flowjo LLC, Ashland, OR). 

2.6. SPION uptake by macrophage 

RAW264.7 macrophages (40 × 104 cells/well) were seeded for 24 h. 
Next, they were incubated with SPION micelles at the concentration 
[Fe] = 0.06 mg/mL in complete DMEM medium for a further 24h. Cells 
were washed with PBS, fixed with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde for 20 
min and stained with 2% potassium ferrocyanide II/1M hydrochloric 
acid mixture (1:1) for 10min at 37 ◦C. Finally, after additional washes 
with PBS, they were counterstained with nuclear fast red solution (0.1%, 
w/v) for 10 min. 

2.7. Isolation, purification, and characterization of human SP-A 

Surfactant protein A was isolated from bronchoalveolar lavage of 
patients with alveolar proteinosis using the sequential butanol and 
octylglucoside extraction [32–34]. Endotoxin content of isolated human 
SP-A was about 300 pg endotoxin/mg SP-A as determined by Limulus 
amebocyte lysate assay (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland). The purity of SP-A 
was checked by one-dimensional SDS-PAGE in 12% acrylamide under 
reducing conditions and mass spectrometry. SP-A consisted of supra-
trimeric oligomers of at least 18 subunits (Mw, 650 kDa). The oligo-
merization state of SP-A was assessed by electrophoresis under 
nondenaturing conditions, electron microscopy, and analytical ultra-
centrifugation as reported elsewhere [32–34]. 

2.8. Fluorescence assays to determine the binding of SP-A to SPION 

The stock solutions of micellar PC-SPION and BSA-SPION were 
sonicated for 10 min using an Ultrason 6 bath sonicator (JP Selecta, 
Spain) before their use. SPION molar concentration was calculated as 
the number of SPION per liter/Avogadro number. Fluorescence mea-
surements were conducted in an SLM-Aminco AB-2 spectrofluorimeter 
with a thermostated cuvette holder (Thermo Spectronic, Waltham, MA, 
USA), using 5 × 5 mm path-length quartz cuvettes. All measurements 
were performed at 25.0 ± 0.1 ◦C. Fluorescence intensity experiments 
were designed to characterize the binding of SP-A to both SPION and 
DPPC vesicles, as previously reported [32]. For PC-SPION and DPPC 
vesicles, samples of 17.5 nM SP-A were titrated with different amounts 
of a stock solution of PC-SPION or DDPC vesicles. Samples were allowed 
to interact for 10 min, and the emission spectrum of SP-A was recorded 
with excitation at 295 nm. The background intensity due to light scat-
tering by SP-A, PC-SPION, or DPPC vesicles was subtracted from each 
recording of the fluorescence intensity of SP-A. For analysis of SP-A 
binding to BSA-SPION, Alexa 647-labeled BSA-SPION (93 nM) were 
titrated with increasing amounts of SP-A, and the emission spectra of the 
fluorescent dye were recorded 10 min after the addition of SP-A upon 
excitation at 594 nm. The background intensity was subtracted from 
each recording of the fluorescence intensity of Alexa 647. The effect of 
dilution on the fluorescence of either Alexa 647-labeled BSA-SPION or 
SP-A tryptophan was corrected by the addition of buffer to either Alexa 
647-labeled BSA-SPION or SP-A samples, respectively. The apparent 
dissociation constant (KD) at 25 ◦C for the complexes of PC-SPION and 
DPPC vesicles with SP-A was obtained by analyzing the change in SP-A 
fluorescence at 335 nm upon addition of increasing amounts of NP. The 
binding titration data were analyzed by nonlinear least-squares fitting to 
the Hill equation as described [35]: 
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∆F = ∆Fmax⋅
[L]nH

KD + [L]nH  

where ΔF is the change in fluorescence intensity at 335 nm relative to 
the intensity of free PC-SPION; ΔFmax is the change in fluorescence 
intensity at saturating SPION or DPPC concentrations; KD is the apparent 
equilibrium dissociation constant; [L] is the molar concentration of free 
SPION or DPPC vesicles; and nH is the Hill coefficient. A similar analysis 
was performed to assess KD for complexes of BSA-SPION with SP-A by 
analyzing the change in the fluorescence at 672 nm of Alexa 647-labeled 
BSA-SPION upon addition of increasing amounts of SP-A. 

2.9. Aggregation assays 

2.9.1. Turbidity measurements 
SP-A and calcium's effects on the aggregation of PC-SPION was 

determined by measuring the change in absorbance at 400 nm in a 
Beckman DU-800 spectrophotometer [36]. Briefly, PC-SPION or DPPC 
vesicles were added to both the sample and the reference cuvettes in 5 
mM Tris-HCl and 150 mM NaCl buffer, pH 7.4. After 10 min equilibra-
tion at 37 ◦C, human SP-A was added to the sample cuvette, and the 
change in optical density at 400 nm was monitored. Next, Ca2+ was 
added to both the sample and reference cuvettes, and the change in 
absorbance was monitored again. Final concentrations of SPION, phos-
pholipids, SP-A, and calcium were 30 μg/mL, 30 μg/mL, 40 μg/mL (61 
nM), and 2.5 mM, respectively. 

2.9.2. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
The effect of SP-A on the agglomeration behavior of BSA- and PC- 

SPION and DPPC vesicles was depicted in terms of size distribution at 
25 ◦C using DLS [35,37,38]. Briefly, 50 μg/mL of SPION (either PC- 
SPION or BSA-SPION) or 80 μg/mL of DPPC were mixed with 
increasing amounts of SP-A in phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing 150 
mM NaCl (PBS). Samples were allowed to interact for 10 min and then 
were measured in a Zetasizer Nano S (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, 
UK) equipped with a 633-nm HeNe laser as previously described 
[35,37]. BSA (40 μg/mL) (0.6 μM) was measured to control the size 
distribution of the free protein. Four scans were recorded for each 
sample, and all the samples were analyzed in triplicate. The general 
purpose and the multiple narrow modes algorithms available from the 
Malvern software for dynamic light scattering analysis were used to 
determine the effect of SP-A on the intensity-based size distribution and 
the hydrodynamic diameter (Z-average) of the nanomaterials. Experi-
ments were performed in the presence and absence of calcium. Alter-
natively, samples used for turbidity measurements were also analyzed 
by DLS. 

2.10. Determination of TNF-α release by ex-vivo cultured rat alveolar 
macrophages 

Bronchoalveolar lavage from Sprague Dawley male rat lungs was 
obtained as previously reported with some modifications [38,39]. Rats 
(approximately 350 g) were killed in a CO2 chamber, and the cardio-
pulmonary block was extracted to perform bronchoalveolar lavages 
with PBS, 0.2 mM EDTA. All animals received humane care following 
the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and Spanish 
guidelines for experimental animals. Cells were separated by centrifu-
gation (250 ×g, 10 min) and were washed twice with PBS. The cell pellet 
was resuspended in RPMI 1640 medium (10% heat-inactivated FBS, 
100 U/mL penicillin, 100 μg/mL streptomycin, supplemented with 
glutamine 2 mM) (Lonza). Rat aMϕs were purified by adherence for 90 
min at 37 ◦C under a 95% air-5% CO2 atmosphere in 150-cm2 culture 
flasks as previously reported [38,39]. Adherent aMϕs were gently 
scraped, plated in 96-well plastic dishes (7.5 × 104 cells per well) in 0.2 
mL of RPMI with 5% FBS, and precultured overnight. Before the 

stimulation of the cells, SP-A was incubated for 10 min at room tem-
perature in the presence of BSA-SPION or PC-SPION at a weight ratio of 
1:1 (SP-A:BSA-SPION) and 11.4:1 (SP-A:PC-SPION). Then, cells were 
incubated for 24 h in the presence or absence of smooth LPS (Escherichia 
coli 055:B5, 1 ng/mL) (Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri), rat recombinant IFN- 
γ (Calbiochem, Darmstadt, Germany) (10 ng/mL), SP-A (77 nM), BSA- or 
PC-SPION (56 nM and 11 μM, respectively), and combinations thereof. 
Cell viability was higher than 95% under assay conditions. Macrophage 
cultures were plated in triplicate wells, and each series of experiments 
was repeated at least three times. Measurement of TNF-α production in 
supernatants of rat aMϕs was performed using specific ELISA kit 
following the supplier's instructions (BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA) 
[34,38–40]. Statistics: Data are presented as means ± SEM. Differences 
in means between groups were evaluated by one-way ANOVA followed 
by the Bonferroni multiple-comparison test. An α level ≤ 5% (P ≤ 0.05) 
was considered significant. 

2.11. Bacterial killing assay 

Escherichia coli J5 bacteria (American Type Culture Collection, 
Manassas, Virginia) were grown in Luria-Bertani broth at 37 ◦C with 
continuous shaking to exponential phase. Bacteria were then harvested, 
resuspended in PBS, and adjusted to the desired final concentration. The 
microbicidal activity of SP-A alone and bound to PC- or BSA-SPION was 
evaluated by colony counting on plate assays as previously described 
[35]. Before the incubation with bacteria, SP-A was incubated for 10 
min at room temperature in the presence of BSA-SPION or PC-SPION at a 
weight ratio of 1:1 (SP-A:BSA-SPION) and 11.4:1 (SP-A:PC-SPION). Five 
microliters of bacterial suspension (105 CFU/mL) were incubated with 
different concentrations of SP-A, SPION, or combinations thereof in 30 
μL of Hank's balanced salt solution buffer (137 mM NaCl, 5.4 mM KCl, 
0.25 mM Na2HPO4, 0.44 mM KH2PO4, 1.3 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4, 4.2 
mM NaHCO3). Incubations were performed at 37 ◦C, for 30 min, with 
intermittent gentle shaking of 30 s every 5 min. At the end of incubation, 
bacterial suspensions were plated on LB agar plates and incubated for 
18 h at 37 ◦C. Viable bacteria were enumerated by colony count. 

3. Results 

3.1. In vitro characterization of micellar PC-SPION and BSA-SPION 

PC- and BSA-SPION were synthesized from oleic acid-coated SPION 
according to previously published methods [27,28]. Briefly, hydropho-
bic SPION coated with oleic acid and dissolved in hexane were added to 
either PC or BSA dissolved in a large volume of phosphate buffer. After 
sonication, the organic phase was evaporated, and micellar SPION were 
formed (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 2 and Table 1 show the result of the micellar SPION synthesis. 
The oleic acid-coated SPION before the encapsulation into micelles 
presented an average diameter (dTEM) of 13 ± 2 nm measured with 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis (Fig. 2A-B). After the 
micellar structure formation, the hydrodynamic diameter (dh) of BSA- 
and PC-SPION were approximately 125 nm (Fig. 2B and Table 1), 
measured with dynamic light scattering (DLS), which indicates the 
formation of NP groupings. With TEM, the micellar structure formation 
of both BSA- and PC-SPION (Fig. 2C-E respectively) was subtly observed 
unless negative staining is used. Aqueous uranyl acetate was used to 
resolve the solvent-excluded surface of such hybrid materials. These 
microphotographs revealed the micellar structure with a large organic 
coating and a heterogeneous number of encapsulated SPION in both 
kinds of micelles (Fig. 2D and F, respectively). 

Both micelles displayed high stability in PBS and good blood 
biocompatibility, as already shown in previously published applications 
relying on intravenous administration [27,28]. We have also previously 
reported the cytotoxicity and internalization of BSA-SPION and PC- 
SPION on C57BL/6 mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) [27,28,31]. 
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For PC-SPION, the cell growth and viability analysis have shown cyto-
toxicity for the highest dose at 80 μg/mL and progressive uptake by 
MEFs along time (Fig. S1), suggesting that low-doses of nanoemulsion 
can be used safely in vivo as MRI contrast agents or drug carriers. For 
BSA-SPION, the cell growth and viability analysis have shown negligible 
cytotoxicity, and the uptake experiment revealed an effective internal-
ization of the SPION (Fig. S2). This overall low toxicity was anticipated 
in front of the bio-acceptability of components BSA and phosphatidyl-
choline, already safely used in biomedical applications [41]. 

3.2. In vivo MRI 

By in vivo MRI, we visualized these two magnetic NP types to 
determine if the different coatings affect trafficking across the alveolar- 
capillary barrier and residence times in the lung. Typically, proton- 
based MRI of the lung is complicated because of the constant cardiore-
spiratory motion, the magnetic susceptibility changes with multiple air- 
tissue interfaces, and the low proton density of its parenchyma. Thus, 
visualizing contrast agents, mostly negative or T2 contrast agents, in this 
organ is challenging, especially in high field magnets. Ultrashort echo 
(UTE) sequences allowed us to visualize the signal reduction changes in 
the mouse lung parenchyma after NP's intratracheal administration. Low 
signal intensities in this imaging modality correspond to airways and, 
when sufficiently accumulated, to locally deposited SPION due to the 
iron oxide cores' magnetic susceptibility effect. Nanoparticles were 
displayed only when they were aggregated (Fig. 3). 

In parallel, complementary pseudo-colored gradient-echo coronal 
images highlighting the differences allowed us to visualize how these NP 
are translocated into the bloodstream and possibly distributed into other 
tissues (Fig. 4). The substantial negative signal enhancement observed in 
the liver, 2 or 6 days after BSA-SPION administration (arrows) indicated 
that the hepatic route is one of the essential clearance routes for these 
SPION even after direct lung administration. In the case of PC-SPION, in 
correspondence with the higher retention in the lung, the signal 
reduction was only observed in the liver on day 6 (white circle in Fig. 4). 
All these mechanisms are essential to design new nanomaterials and 
nanocarriers for lung administration [42]. Our results illustrate the 
importance of imaging to calculate the proportion of these nano-
materials that can be systemically found after inhalation or intra- 
pulmonary administration. Quantitative data analysis of NP bio-
distribution was carried out by analyzing the normalized signal intensity 
against muscle in selected peripheral pulmonary regions (excluding 
central regions and large vessels) and additional regions of interests 
(ROIs) in the liver (Fig. S3). This imaging analysis is affected by the 
inter-day localization of these pulmonary areas and similar signal 

intensity in small and large airways. Yet, a clear decrease of signal in-
tensity was obtained denoting the presence of the SPION in both organs. 
A visual inspection and localization of these signal voids in the lungs 
along the days facilitated the interpretation of these results, with higher 
accumulation in the PC-SPION nanoparticles (arrows in Fig. 3). 

3.3. Ex-vivo analysis of PC- and BSA-SPION and their interaction with 
lung immune cells 

Histopathology results of the lung at two days after instillation are 
summarized in Fig. S4. Images reveal a clear tendency of PC-SPION to 
cluster or aggregate within the alveolar lumen and alveolar duct, 
highlighted in blue by the Prussian Blue reagent reaction with iron. Co- 
localization with lung macrophages (stained with F4/80 antibody) was 
also detected. Contrary, a negligible amount of BSA-SPION was detected 
in the lungs. The different residence times of the BSA- and PC-SPION in 
the lung is supported by the analysis of SPION association with different 
lung myeloid cells at different times after intratracheal administration. 
For these experiments, we included a minor fraction of fluorescence 
labels (DiIC18 or AF647-BSA) in the coating to synthesize DiIC18-PC- 
SPION and AF647-BSA-SPION, respectively. These modifications did 
not alter the surface properties of the micelles, especially hydrodynamic 
size and zeta potential, as we have already shown previously [27,31]. An 
example of the flow cytometry cell sorting gating strategy is depicted in 
Fig. S5. Fig. 5 shows the percentage of aMϕs, interstitial macrophages, 
and dendritic cells associated with DiI-PC- and AF647-BSA-SPION at 
days 0, 2, and 6 after instillation. A fraction of aMϕs interacted with 
AF647-BSA-SPION just after instillation but rapidly disappeared, and no 
more fluorescent signal was detected on day 2. In contrast, DiI-PC- 
SPION remained associated with aMϕs 6 days after instillation. Signif-
icantly few resident interstitial macrophages were associated with any 
of these SPION. Control experiments to compare the uptake of BSA- 
SPION and PC-SPION by macrophages, were performed with murine 
macrophages (RAW 264.7). After 24 h of incubation with BSA- or PC- 
coated SPION nanoparticles, macrophages were fixed and stained with 
Perls Prussian blue (to detect the iron oxide cores) and counterstained 
with nuclear fast red solution (Fig. S6). With respect to BSA-SPION, 
images clearly showed that they were rapidly internalized. On the 
contrary, PC-SPION nanoparticles were only partially internalized and 
seemed to be more localized at the cell membrane. 

Fig. 5 also shows that the acquisition of DiI fluorescence by dendritic 
cells (major histocompatibility complex class MHCIIhigh CD11chigh, 
CD103neg, CD11bhigh, and F4/80neg) was visible on day 0 and 2, clearing 
at day 6. This result might suggest the migration of this discrete cell 
population to the draining lymph nodes to present antigens. However, 

Fig. 1. Formation of water-soluble micellar SPION. Micellar structures were formed from hydrophobic oleic acid-coated SPION wrapped by two kinds of amphiphilic 
molecules: BSA and PC. For some experiments, PC-SPION were fluorescently labeled with the lipophilic probe carbocyanine DiI-C18 (λex: 549 nm; λem: 565 nm) and 
BSA was conjugated with Alexa Fluor 647 fluorophore (λex: 650 nm; λem: 670 nm), showing similar characteristics and hydrodynamic sizes to non-labeled NP. 
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lung draining lymph nodes were also analyzed at each time point, and 
neither DiI nor AF647 associated fluorescence was detected (not shown). 
Other populations analyzed in the lung were monocytes, neutrophils, 
and eosinophils, and none of them was found positive for any of the 
fluorochromes associated with the SPION at any time point. 

The long retention time of PC-SPION in the lung raises the question 

of whether a prolonged lung exposition might trigger an inflammatory 
process. Therefore, we analyzed the percentage of inflammatory im-
mune cell populations in lung lysates after treatment with PC- and BSA- 
SPION. We did not observe significant changes in the relative frequency 
of neutrophils, monocytes, and eosinophils after micellar SPION instil-
lation (Fig. S7). We also checked the changes in MHCII and did not find 
any significant change in CD11b expression in aMϕs that could indicate 
macrophage activation. There was only a little shift in dendritic cells' 
population from migratory to the inflammatory state after one week. 
Further experiments indicated that the incubation of either PC- or BSA- 
SPION with isolated rat aMϕ in the absence of any stimulus, induced 
negligible TNF-α release, confirming their low propensity to provoke a 
proinflammatory response in aMϕ (see results of Fig. 9). 

Fig. 2. Physicochemical characterization of 
the micellar SPION. (A) TEM image of mono-
disperse SPION coated with oleic acid. (B) 
Diameter (dTEM) distribution of the SPION 
cores measured by TEM (left Y-axis) and hy-
drodynamic diameter (dh) of BSA-SPION (red 
line) and PC-SPION (green line) measured by 
DLS (right axis). TEM images of (C) BSA- 
SPION, (D) negative stained BSA-SPION, (E) 
PC-SPION (F), and negative stained PC-SPION. 
All scale bars correspond to 200 nm. Table 1 
collects the essential physicochemical charac-
terization of BSA- and PC-SPION micelles. 
They were both similar in size and charge. 
Interestingly, these two different coatings 
caused substantial differences in the in vivo 
blood lifetime of the micellar SPION after i.v. 
administration (0.5 h for BSA-SPION versus 
more than 12 h for PC-SPION), as we have 
described in previous work [27,28,31]. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.)   

Table 1 
BSA- and PC-SPION physicochemical characterization.  

Nanoparticle dTEM 

(nm) 
dh 

(nm) 
ζ-potentiala 

(mV) 

BSA-SPION 12.6 ± 1.4 125.4 ± 4  − 19.7 
PC-SPION 12.6 ± 1.4 125.3 ± 3  − 11.5  

a Measured at pH = 7.4. 
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Fig. 3. In vivo MRI. Axial ultra-short echo time lung images of animal instilled with (A) saline; BSA-SPION at (B) 3 days and (C) 6 days post-instillation; and PC- 
SPION at (D) 3 days and (E) 6 days after administration. The lower panels display some enlarged areas with SPION. The arrows indicate the strongest decrease 
in contrast caused by these nanoparticles' presence, mainly PC-SPION (panels D and E). 

Time after instillation

1 h 2 days 6 days

Fig. 4. Biodistribution of BSA-SPION and PC-SPION visualized in vivo by MRI. Parallel coronal gradient-echo images 1 h, 2 days and 6 days after the selective 
administration of contrast agent (50 μL; [Fe] = 0.6 mg/mL). The images are in pseudocolor scale to facilitate visualization of the negative contrast accumulation, 
showed by a blue signal in the liver (arrows) for BSA-SPION and the same areas (circle) for PC-SPION. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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3.4. SP-A interaction with PC- and BSA-SPION 

To know whether the different retention times of PC- and BSA-SPION 
may be due to the type of interaction of these NP with components of 
pulmonary surfactant, we evaluated the possible interaction of SP-A 
with both PC- and BSA-SPION by quantifying the apparent dissocia-
tion coefficient, KD, and the aggregation state of the SP-A/SPION mix-
tures. SP-A is traditionally the most abundant protein in the corona 
formed around NP incubated with human bronchoalveolar lavage fluids 
[43,44] and SP-A binding to NP is known to affect the nanomaterial 
colloidal stability and their opsonization prominently [45–47]. The 
binding of PC-SPION to SP-A was evaluated by following the change in 
SP-A tryptophan fluorescence. Titration of SP-A with PC-SPION in 
phosphate-buffered saline decreased the protein's intrinsic fluorescence 
in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 6A, left panel), indicating that SP-A 
binds to PC-SPION. Fitting the titration data at 335 nm to the Hill 
equation (Fig. 6A, central panel) yielded a KD value of 45 ± 3 nM and a 
Hill coefficient, nH, of 1.16 ± 0.04, indicative of cooperative binding. 
This KD value is similar to that obtained for the binding of SP-A to 
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) vesicles (KD = 4.3 ± 0.2 nM and 
nH = 1.50 ± 0.04) (Fig. 6A, right panel). The finding that the nH values 
obtained for the binding of SP-A to PC-SPION and DPPC vesicles were 
greater than 1 correlates with the ability of SP-A to bind multiple ligands 
in a cooperative manner leading to aggregates [48]. 

Dynamic light scattering was used to evaluate the effect of SP-A on 

the size distribution of PC-SPION. In PBS, SP-A (120 nM) exhibited two 
peaks, at 33 ± 5 nm and 615 ± 3 nm (Fig. 6B), which corresponds to 
non-aggregated protein particles and NaCl-induced protein aggregates, 
respectively [35,37]. On the other hand, PC-SPION showed a unique 
peak, with a mean size of 125 ± 3 nm (Fig. 6B). The addition of SP-A to 
PC-SPION solutions caused the disappearance of the SP-A peaks and the 
appearance of a new peak, which presumably consists of SP-A bound at 
the surface of PC-SPION (Fig. 6B). This new peak exhibited a larger 
diameter (>2 μm) than that determined for PC-SPION alone, indicating 
the SP-A-induced agglomeration of PC-SPION. Titration of the nano-
material with different SP-A concentrations increased the overall 
average size (Z-average) of the SP-A/PC-SPION mixture (Fig. 6C). These 
results follow the histopathology results, where aggregates of PC-SPION 
were observed in the alveoli (Fig. S4). 

Given that calcium is present in the alveolar fluid at a concentration 
of 2 mM and that SP-A binds calcium, modifying SP-A conformation and 
ability to interact with its ligands [32–34,48,49], we studied the effect of 
physiological calcium concentrations on the colloidal stability of SP-A/ 
PC-SPION mixtures. We used both turbidity and DLS measurements and 
DPPC vesicles to control phospholipid vesicle aggregation induced by 
SP-A [33,34,36]. 

Fig. 7 shows that SP-A (60 nM) addition to either PC-SPION or DPPC 
suspensions increased sample turbidity. These results correlate with the 
effect of SP-A on PC-SPION's colloidal stability in the absence of calcium 
described above. The addition of 2.5 mM calcium slightly increased the 

Fig. 5. Cellular distribution of BSA and PC-SPION in the lung. (A) Representative flow cytometric plots showing fluorescence acquisition by myeloid populations in 
the lung at different times after intratracheal instillation of fluorescent BSA- or PC-SPION. (B) Graphs showing % of cells associated with fluorescent micellar SPION 
at different times after intratracheal administration. Only fluorescent PC-SPION remained associated with aMϕs 6 days after pulmonary administration. Significantly 
few resident interstitial macrophages were positive for fluorescent BSA-or PC-SPION. A discrete percentage of inflammatory dendritic cells (MHCII-
HICD11cHICD103negCD11bHIF4/80neg) were positive for fluorescent PC-SPION, but not BSA-SPION, at day 0 and 2 after instillation. 
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amount of scattered light in both samples (Fig. 7). To further charac-
terize the effect of calcium on the aggregation state of mixed SP-A/PC- 
SPION, samples used for turbidity measurements were analyzed by 
DLS. Pure SP-A and SPION suspensions were used as controls. The 
addition of calcium to the SP-A solution promoted the self-association of 
the protein [36,49], which resulted in the appearance of a single peak 
centered at 452 ± 3 nm (Fig. 7). For PC-SPION and DPPC vesicles, the 
addition of Ca2+ induced particle clustering in aggregates of different 
sizes. Calcium further aggregated the SP-A/PC-SPION complex as indi-
cated by the appearance of a new peak with a hydrodynamic diameter 
larger than those determined for the protein and PC-SPION alone. 
Likewise, calcium further aggregated SP-A/DPPC mixtures (Fig. 7). 

For BSA-coated NP, we determined the binding of SP-A to Alexa 
Fluor 647-labeled BSA-SPION by following the change in Alexa Fluor 
647-labeled NP fluorescence upon addition of increasing amounts of SP- 
A. Our results show that SP-A bound to BSA-SPION in PBS with high 
affinity (KD = 1.7 ± 0.2 fM, nH = 1.8 ± 0.1) (Fig. 8A). Analysis of the SP- 
A/BSA-SPION interaction by DLS shows that the addition of SP-A (120 
nM) to the BSA-SPION led to the disappearance of the SP-A peaks but did 
not affect SPION size (125 ± 4 nm) (Fig. 8B). Also, incubation of BSA- 
SPION with increasing SP-A concentration did not affect nanoparticle 

Z-average (Fig. 8C). The fact that the BSA-SPION hydrodynamic size was 
not affected by SP-A suggests that SP-A intercalates within the micellar 
SPION structure rather than adsorbed at the surface. Since SPION cores 
coated with BSA results in uneven coronas [50], it is likely that SP-A 
would adsorb to BSA-SPION without displacing BSA molecules from 
the SPION cores. 

Physiological calcium concentrations did not affect the affinity of SP- 
A for BSA-SPION (KD = 0.57 ± 0.03 fM, nH = 1.8 ± 0.3) (Fig. 8D), 
indicating that calcium is not required for the SP-A/BSA-SPION inter-
action. Interestingly, calcium slightly increased the size distribution of 
BSA-SPION in the absence and presence of SP-A, inducing the appear-
ance of two peaks (Fig. 8E). Intriguingly, the first peak was smaller than 
the BSA-SPION size determined in the absence of this cation (91 ± 2 nm 
with Ca2+ vs. 125 ± 4 nm without Ca2+), whereas the second one was 
larger (295 ± 2 nm). Since BSA self-associates in the presence of calcium 
(Fig. 8E) and is not strongly bound to the SPION core, it is conceivable 
that calcium may form ionic bridges between BSA molecules sur-
rounding neighboring NP. As a result, BSA molecules could be detached 
from some NP, increasing the corona size in other NP. In the presence of 
calcium, the size distribution of BSA-SPION with further addition of SP- 
A was similar to its absence (Fig. 8E), and titration of BSA-SPION with 

Fig. 6. Binding of PC-SPION to SP-A. (A) Emission fluorescence spectra of SP-A (17.5 nM) (11.4 μg/mL) were recorded on excitation at 295 nm in the absence and 
presence of increasing concentrations of PC-SPION (0 to 5 μM) (0 to14 μg/mL) at 25 ◦C in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer (pH 7.4) (left panel). (B) Effect of 
SP-A on the intensity-based size distribution of PC-SPION. The left panels show the DLS analysis of the hydrodynamic diameter of PC-SPION and SP-A. The y axis 
represents the scattered light's relative intensity; the x-axis denotes the particles' hydrodynamic diameter present in the solution. The right panel shows the addition 
of increasing concentrations of SP-A (0–120 nM) (0–78 μg/mL) to a solution containing a constant concentration of PC-SPION (18 μM). One representative 
experiment of four is shown. (C) Dependence of Z-average of the different PC-SPION/SP-A mixtures on the concentration of added SP-A. Results are the mean ± SD of 
four experiments. 
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increasing amounts of SP-A did not significantly increase the Z-average 
of these NP (Fig. 8F). 

Taken together, our results suggest that the binding of SP-A to 
micellar BSA-SPION causes negligible NP agglomeration, regardless of 
the presence or absence of calcium. It is interesting to note that although 
the binding of SP-A to the BSA-coated nanoparticles does not induce 
nanoparticle agglomeration, the binding of BSA-SPION to SP-A led to the 
disappearance of particles corresponding to non-aggregated and self- 
aggregated SP-A, both in the absence and presence of calcium. Thus, 
aggregates of SP-A observed in solution disappear as a consequence of 
BSA-SPION/SP-A interaction. SP-A molecules may intercalate within 
BSA-SPION, which would prevent the self-aggregation of the protein. 

Finally, we assessed the PC- and BSA-SPION aggregation by TEM 
after exposition to the bronchoalveolar fluid (1 h at 37 ◦C) isolated from 

murine lungs, rich in SP-A. Samples were negatively stained to enhance 
the contrast between the individual micelles. In both samples, we could 
observe individual micelles with a well-defined coating. However, in the 
case of PC-SPION, we could observe a higher degree of agglomeration 
(Fig. S8), which corroborates the PC-SPION/SP-A interaction results 
obtained with DLS. 

3.5. Effect of PC- or BSA-SPION interaction with SP-A on its 
immunomodulatory activity 

SP-A is essential to maintain alveolar immune homeostasis [16,17]. 
It is continuously surveying the extracellular environment for pathogens 
and quickly activates several mechanisms involved in pathogen 
phagocytosis by aMϕ [16,17,35]. At the same time, SP-A influences aMϕ 
responses to limit inflammation, and it is essential for tissue-repair 
functions of macrophages [16,17,38,51]. The formation of SP-A/PC- 
SPION aggregates raises the question of whether SP-A sequestered by 
these aggregated nanoparticles could result in loss of SP-A immuno-
modulatory functions, leading to uncontrolled inflammation. Therefore, 
we evaluated the anti-inflammatory activity of SP-A alone and bound to 
PC- and BSA-SPION (Fig. 9). 

Specifically, we evaluated SP-A-induced inhibition of tumor necrosis 
factor (TNF-α) secretion by rat aMϕs stimulated with bacterial lipo-
polysaccharide (LPS) and interferon-γ (IFN-γ), as previously reported 
[38]. As a control, we first verified that the incubation of cells with the 
two micellar SPION did not induce TNF-α release, which confirms that 
BSA- and PC-SPION do not generate an inflammatory response in aMϕs. 
Next, we demonstrated that BSA- or PC-SPION alone did not modify 
[LPS + IFN-γ]-induced TNF-α release by rat aMϕs and that SP-A bound 
to either BSA- or PC-SPION maintained its ability to reduce [LPS + IFN- 
γ]-induced TNF-α secretion to the same extent as SP-A alone. Since SP-A 
intercalates at the surface of BSA-SPION, it is conceivable that SP-A 
molecules are available to bind to a great variety of molecules 
involved in SP-A's immunomodulatory functions. Intriguingly, seques-
tration of SP-A in PC-SPION aggregates did not affect SP-A's anti- 
inflammatory activity on stimulated aMϕs. This might be explained by 
i) the high-order oligomerization of SP-A in umbelliform shaped struc-
tures that facilitates multivalent binding to their ligands and ii) the high 
binding affinity of SP-A to both IFN-γ and the LPS receptor, impeding 
ligand/receptor interaction and the subsequent activation of macro-
phages [38]. 

We also analyzed the binding of SP-A to the surface of a rough Gram- 
negative bacterium (E. coli J5) and subsequent bacterial viability in the 
presence or absence of surfactant lipids (DPPC vesicles) or the two 
micellar SPION. SP-A recognizes the lipid A moiety of Re-LPS in the 
outer membrane of E. coli J5 by its globular heads [52]. Fig. 10 shows 
that SP-A bound to BSA-SPION conserved its binding to E. coli J5, 
whereas SP-A bound to PC-SPION or surfactant lipids lost it, indicating 
that sequestration of SP-A in PC-SPION agglomerates and surfactant 
lipid vesicles reduces SP-A interaction with E. coli J5 bacterial surface. 
Data supporting the direct antimicrobial activity of SP-A are sparse. 
Most respiratory pathogenic bacteria and fungi are resistant to SP-A 
[16,17,35]. However, the cooperative interaction of SP-A with other 
lung antimicrobial peptides, and antibiotics, could be meaningful in the 
innate host defense of the lungs [35,53]. 

Overall, the binding of SP-A with different surfaces leads to different 
outcomes: nanoparticle aggregation for PC-SPION but not for BSA- 
SPION. The globular region of SP-A is responsible for interaction of 
the protein with lung surfactant phospholipids [48] and probably to PC- 
SPION. The fact that SP-A bound to PC-SPION—but not SP-A bound to 
BSA SPION—loses its ability to bind to the surface of a rough Gram- 
negative bacterium (containing Re-LPS) by its globular heads suggests 
that a domain different than the globular domain is involved in the 
binding of SP-A to BSA-coated nanoparticles, and therefore not 
compatible with multivalent aggregation. 

Fig. 7. SP-A aggregates PC-SPION and DPPC vesicles. (A) Sample and reference 
cuvettes were first filled with either 30 μg/mL of PC-SPION (11 μM) in 5 mM 
Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4, containing 150 mM NaCl. After a 10-min equilibration 
at 25 ◦C, SP-A (40 μg/mL) (61 nM) was added to the sample cuvette, and the 
change in absorbance at 400 nm was monitored. Next, CaCl2 (2.5 mM) was 
added to both sample and reference cuvettes and the change in absorbance was 
monitored again. Control experiments were performed adding buffer instead of 
SP-A to the nanoparticle solution in the reference cuvette. One representative 
experiment of four is shown. Similar experiments were performed with DPPC 
vesicles (30 μg/mL) (41 μM). (B) DLS analysis of the effect of 2.5 mM calcium 
on the size distribution of SP-A, PC-SPION, and DPPC vesicles. In the presence 
of calcium and NaCl, SP-A aggregates (40 μg/mL) (61 nM) exhibited only one 
peak centered at 452 ± 3 nm. PC-SPION (18 μM) show two peaks one at 120 
nm ± 4, and another at 550 nm ± 3 that corresponded to calcium-induced 
nanoparticle aggregates. Addition of SP-A to the PC-SPION suspension resul-
ted in the disappearance of the SP-A peak and the shift of the SPION 550 nm- 
peak to a new peak (>1 μm) with a hydrodynamic diameter larger than those of 
SP-A and PC-SPION. DPPC vesicles (30 μg/mL) (41 μM) showed a polydispersed 
size-distribution, with two major peaks centered at 59 ± 2 nm and 190 ± 1 nm, 
which is independent on calcium. Addition of SP-A caused the disappearance of 
the DPPC and SP-A peaks and the appearance of a new peak at 1300 ± 4 nm. 
One representative experiment of four is shown. 
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4. Discussion 

The aim of this study was to investigate a theranostic nanoparticle 
with promising efficiency for local lung-targeted drug delivery. To 
prepare the micellar SPION, we selected two coatings closely related to 
biomolecular components present in the alveolar fluid. One is PC, which 
is the mayor phospholipid class of lung surfactant and is critical in 
constituting the interfacial film for functional breathing [18]. While this 
phospholipid has been consistently used in the composition of liposome- 
based NP to enhance pulmonary drug delivery [1,10,54,55], there are 
only a few examples of PC being used as a mere coating agent in poly-
meric or metal oxide-based NP for lung administration [45,46]. The 
other coating is albumin, which is an endogenous soluble protein pre-
vailing in plasma and in the alveolar fluid, although the estimated al-
bumin concentration in the alveolar fluid is less than 10% of the plasma 
albumin value [56]. Albumin is already widely used as a natural 
coating/emulsifier of many nanoformulations to confer enhanced ca-
pacity of extracellular retention to the NP [57,58]. PC- and BSA-SPION 
were similar in size and charge, but we found that they have different 
residence times in the lung after in vivo instillation. 

We were able to visualize large amounts of instilled PC-SPION in the 
alveolus for a long period by non-invasive MRI. The lung is usually 
challenging to picture by MRI, especially with contrast agents providing 

a negative signal. Indeed, these contrast agents can be monitored only 
when their accumulation is evident because of their low sensitivity and 
darkness of the lung background. We followed the pulmonary retention 
of PC-SPION for almost one week after instillation by in vivo MRI using a 
specific sequence that provides excellent anatomical details of pulmo-
nary microstructure and is insensitive to the typical signal voids pro-
duced by susceptibility artifacts and SPION presence. In contrast, we 
showed that BSA-SPION was not retained in the lung by in vivo MRI 
experiments. A few hours after BSA-SPION instillation, magnetic reso-
nance images showed evanescence of the contrast originated by the 
magnetic cores. Progressive appearance of a signal in the liver at days 2 
and 6 confirmed the translocation of these NP to the rest of the body. 

The different residence times of the BSA- and PC-SPION in the lung 
were also evaluated by flow cytometry analysis of the association of 
fluorescent nanoparticles with lung myeloid cells at various times after 
intratracheal administration. We found that fluorescent PC-SPION 
remained associated with alveolar macrophages 6 days after pulmo-
nary administration, likely due to the lack of uptake of these nano-
particles by macrophages. Histological analysis showed co-localization 
of PC-SPION aggregates with macrophages, suggesting that these par-
ticles are agglomerated and that they are not easily internalized by 
alveolar macrophages. Physiologically, alveolar macrophages continu-
ously endocytose small vesicles of inactive lung surfactant, which are 

Fig. 8. Binding of SP-A to BSA-SPION. (A) Equilibrium binding titration of BSA-SPION labeled with Alexa Fluor 647 with SP-A. The interaction between SP-A and the 
SPION was monitored by recording SPION fluorescence as a function of SP-A concentration (0 to 79 nM) (0–51 μg/mL) in PBS buffer. ΔF is the difference in SPION 
intensity at 672 nm in the presence and absence of protein. The data shown are the mean of four independent measurements. All measurements were performed at 
25.0 ± 0.1 ◦C. (B) DLS analysis of the hydrodynamic diameter of BSA (0.6 μM), SP-A (111 nM) (72 μg/mL), BSA-SPION (96 nM) (50 μg/mL), and the SP-A/BSA- 
SPION complex in PBS. The y axis represents the scattered light's relative intensity; the x-axis denotes the particles' hydrodynamic diameter present in the solu-
tion. One representative experiment of four is shown. (C) Dependence of Z-average of different BSA-SPION/SP-A mixtures on the concentration of added SP-A in PBS. 
Results are the mean ± SD of four experiments. (D) Effect of physiological calcium concentration (2.5 mM) on the equilibrium binding titration of BSA-SPION with 
SP-A. Measurements were performed as in (A). (E) Intensity-based size distributions of BSA (0.6 μM), SP-A (111 nM) (72 μg/mL), BSA-SPION (96 nM) (50 μg/mL), 
and the SP-A/BSA-SPION complex in PBS in the presence of 2.5 mM CaCl2. Data represent the mean distribution of four independent measurements. (F) Calcium 
effect on the overall Z-average of BSA-SPION in the absence and presence of increasing amounts of SP-A. Results are the mean ± SD of four experiments. All 
measurements were performed at 25.0 ± 0.1 ◦C. 
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formed after compression-expansion cycles. Small vesicles are taken up 
and degraded by alveolar macrophages as part of the biological life cycle 
of lung surfactant. However, alveolar macrophages do not internalize 
large aggregates of surfactant which comprise the surface-active mate-
rial [18]. 

In contrast to PC-SPION, fluorescent BSA-coated nanoparticles were 
cleared promptly after instillation, so that the fluorescent signal asso-
ciated with alveolar macrophages disappeared on day 2. There are 
several reasons that might justify the rapid decrease of fluorescent BSA- 
SPION associated with alveolar macrophages: i) rapid uptake by mac-
rophages and clearance by lysosomal enzymes; ii) rapid passage across 
the alveolar-capillary barrier and direct entry into the bloodstream; and 
iii) elimination by the mucociliary escalator system. Several albumin 

receptors have recently been described. While some of them have been 
shown to mediate transcytosis across epithelial and endothelial cells, 
others are more ubiquitously expressed and can bind to conformation-
ally modified albumin, acting as scavenger receptors that deliver 
modified albumin to lysosomal degradation [59]. Any of these possi-
bilities could sensibly explain the rapid disappearance of BSA-SPION 
from the lung. 

The factors that determine the potential clinical application of NP in 
the lung depend on the physicochemical properties of NP (size, shape, 
surface chemical composition) and the interaction of nanoparticles with 
components of lung surfactant [19,60,61]. The interaction of BSA- and 
PC-SPION with surfactant components might modify their size, inter-
action with alveolar cells, and their biological fate. Using electron mi-
croscopy, we observed a clear agglomeration of PC-SPION, but no BSA- 
SPION, after incubation with the bronchoalveolar lavage for 1 h. 

Proteomic studies have highlighted those lipids and proteins present 
in lung surfactant that bind to nanoparticles and form a dynamically 
changing protein and lipid corona [43,44,60]. Among surfactant pro-
teins, hydrophilic SP-A and SP-D have been found in the corona of 
different nanomaterials [43,44,60]. SP-A and SP-D are soluble proteins, 
secreted by the alveolar epithelium and nonciliated bronchiolar cells. 
They are well-conserved oligomeric proteins, assembled in multiples of 
three subunits due to their collagen domains. The primary structure of 
each subunit consists of an N-terminal segment containing cysteine 
residues involved in oligomerization followed by a collagen-like region, 
an alpha helical coiled neck region, and a globular domain with a cal-
cium ion at the lectin site. They are intracellularly assembled into 
oligomeric structures that, in the case of SP-A, resemble a flower bou-
quet of six trimers, while the assembly of SP-D resembles a cruciform of 
four trimers [16,17]. 

Since SP-A is a lipid binding protein and is the most abundant 
alveolar protein in the corona of nanoparticles (including PC-coated 
nanoparticles) incubated with the bronchoalveolar lavage or surfac-
tant [43,44,60,61], we investigated whether SP-A can induce PC-SPION 
aggregation. The interaction of SP-A with the two types of SPION was 
analyzed in detail by a combination of biochemical and physicochemical 
techniques. We found that the binding of SP-A to PC-SPION induced 
particle aggregation, which is consistent with our previous results 
indicating that SP-A affects the colloidal stability of PC-coated particles 
[45]. In addition, SP-A-mediated PC-SPION aggregation is in line with 
SP-A's ability to bind and aggregate phospholipid vesicles [34,36,48]. 
This SP-A property is important in the lung because the capability of SP- 
A to bind simultaneously to different bilayers increases the cohesivity 

Fig. 9. SP-A bound to BSA- and PC-SPION maintains its immunomodulatory 
effect. SP-A was pre-incubated with BSA-SPION or PC-SPION for 10 min at 
room temperature at a weight ratio of 1:1 for (SP-A:BSA-SPION) and 11.4:1 for 
(SP-A:PC-SPION). Then, SP-A (25 μg/mL), BSA-SPION (25 μg/mL), PC-SPION 
(2.19 μg/mL), or pre-incubated mixtures of SP-A and BSA- or PC-SPION were 
added to isolated aMϕs from rat lungs. Cells were stimulated with LPS (1 ng/ 
mL) and IFN-γ (10 ng/mL) for 24 h, and ELISA-measured TNF-α in the extra-
cellular medium is shown. Data are means ± SEM from three different cell 
cultures and are expressed as % of [LPS + IFN-γ]-induced TNF-α release. The 
mean value of [LPS + IFN-γ]–induced TNF-α secretion by rat aMϕs in the 
absence of SP-A was 5.0 ± 0.3 pg/mL (100%). ***p < 0.001 compared to un-
treated cells; ###p < 0.001 compared between the indicated groups. 

Fig. 10. SP-A bound to PC-SPION or DPPC vesicles loses, while SP-A bound to BSA-SPION retains its binding to the outer membrane of E. coli J5. (A) SP-A (40 μg/mL) 
was pre-incubated with BSA-SPION (40 μg/mL) or PC-SPION (3.51 μg/mL) nanoparticles (A) at a weight ratio of 1:1 for (SP-A/BSA-SPION) and 11.4:1 for (SP-A/PC- 
SPION) for 10 min at room temperature. Then, 300 C.F.U. of Escherichia coli J5 were incubated 30 min with each component alone and the pre-incubated mixtures. In 
(B), SP-A (40 μg/mL) was pre-incubated with DPPC vesicles at the indicated concentrations (30–100 μg/mL) for 10 min, and then 300C.F.U. of E. coli J5 were added 
and incubated with each component alone and the protein-lipid mixtures for 30 min. In A and B, bacterial suspension was plated in agar for colony count. Data are 
mean ± S.E.M. of colony forming units (C.F.U.) calculated as a % of C.F.U. obtained in the absence of SP-A. *p < 0.5, and ***p < 0.001 compared to without SP-A. 
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between surfactant membranes, which helps to sustain low surface 
tension at the end of exhalation [18]. 

SP-A also bound to BSA-SPION with high affinity, but binding did not 
lead to nanoparticle aggregation. SP-A may intercalate among the BSA- 
coated nanoparticles by a domain not compatible with multivalent ag-
gregation. The globular domains of SP-A are responsible for interaction 
of the protein with surfactant phospholipids [48], the lipid A moiety of 
Re-LPS [52], and probably PC-coated nanoparticles. Contrary to SP-A 
bound to PC-SPION, SP-A bound to BSA SPION retained its ability to 
bind to the surface of a rough Gram-negative bacterium (containing Re- 
LPS), suggesting that SP-A is bound to BSA-SPION by a domain different 
than the globular domain. 

SP-A behavior towards PC-SPION could be transferable to the in vivo 
context, where, after NP instillation, we have observed agglomeration of 
PC-SPION in histological lung samples and retention of PC-SPION in the 
lung. However, we cannot rule out the possible influence of other sur-
factant proteins and lipids in the agglomeration of PC-coated nano-
particles. Among surfactant proteins, SP-D is found in very small 
amounts in the corona of PC-coated nanoparticles [60] and does not 
affect the colloidal stability of PC-coated particles [45]. This is consis-
tent with the fact that SP-D does not bind to DPPC, PC, or other sur-
factant lipids, except phosphatidylinositol (PI) and glycosphingolipids 
through a lectin-mediated binding [62]. Given that there is no evidence 
that SP-A and SP-D interact with each other, we infer that SP-D would 
not interfere with SP-A-induced nanoparticle agglomeration. On the 
other hand, hydrophobic SP-C, an α-helical transmembrane protein, 
does not bind to the nanoparticle surface or interact with SP-A [63]. 
Thus, it is difficult to conceive that this protein would somehow interfere 
in the interaction of SP-A with PC-SPION nanoparticles. In contrast, 
hydrophobic SP-B, a monotopic membrane protein, can interact with SP- 
A [63]. Thus, it is possible that hydrophobic SP-B would influence the 
observed agglomeration of PC-SPION nanoparticles together with sur-
factant lipids. Additional studies will be necessary to further elucidate 
such interactions on a molecular level. 

Toxicological studies indicate that respirable nano-sized particles 
might cause severe inflammatory reactions [64]. This toxicological ef-
fect increases with decreasing particle size and could also be an issue for 
nanotherapeutic lung delivery [65]. In our study, we did not find evi-
dence of pulmonary inflammation, even in the case of PC-SPION that 
showed prolonged and considerable accumulation during 7 days after 
NP administration. Moreover, we showed that neither type of nano-
particle generates an inflammatory response in isolated rat alveolar 
macrophages. 

The direct inflammatory effect in the lungs after administration of 
NP is not the only parameter inducing toxicity. The potential inactiva-
tion of several components of lung surfactant may lead to patient 
vulnerability. This can be particularly the case for SP-A, which plays a 
critical role in lung defense and immune response [16,17]. We found 
that the interaction of both BSA- and PC-SPION with SP-A did not affect 
SP-A's anti-inflammatory activity on rat alveolar macrophages stimu-
lated with LPS and IFN-γ. Thus, SP-A bound to PC-SPION aggregates can 
scavenge proinflammatory molecules (such as IFN-γ) as well as SP-A 
attached to BSA-SPION. However, sequestration of SP-A in PC-SPION 
aggregates reduced SP-A's interaction with other ligands such as E. coli 
J5 bacterial surface. This may be an issue for delivery to the lung, 
nonetheless we also observed that sequestration of SP-A in (naturally 
occurring) PC vesicle aggregates also reduced its binding to E. coli J5. It 
is known that SP-A does not directly combat most respiratory pathogenic 
bacteria, but instead acts in combination with other antimicrobials to 
reduce viability of clinically relevant pathogens [35,53]. Therefore, 
more extensive studies should be done to determine whether PC-SPION 
nanoparticles impair the bactericidal activity of antimicrobial com-
plexes containing SP-A. In addition, it would be important to explore 
whether serum proteins such as fibrinogen or C-reactive protein, which 
increase greatly in the alveolar fluid in respiratory diseases [18,37,39], 
interfere with the binding of SP-A to nanoparticles and the in vivo 

biological fate of these nanoparticles in inflammatory lung diseases. 

5. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated how the nature of the coating of two bio-
medically relevant nanoformulations (PC- and BSA-SPION) can defini-
tively influence their residence time in the lung. Considering that both 
micellar SPION have similar size and negative charge, one should expect 
similar behavior of nanoparticles in the alveolar fluid. However, we 
observed completely different bioavailabilities in the lungs for a period 
that varied from hours to a few days for BSA-SPION and from days to 
weeks for PC-SPION. Our results suggest that the longer residence time 
of instilled PC-SPION in the lung is probably due to a particular behavior 
of SP-A that induces aggregation of PC-coated nanoparticles, implying a 
central role of this alveolar protein in the retention time for PC-coated 
nanoparticles. Due to iron oxide's presence in the core, we could 
monitor and trace the two nanoformulations' location in the lung by 
longitudinal MRI experiments in a murine animal model. Overall, 
several clues indicate that BSA coating might be more suitable for the 
design of nanoparticles intended for systemic absorption, although more 
experiments should be performed to unravel the pharmacokinetics of 
BSA-SPION. On the other hand, PC-SPION nanoparticles remain a long 
time in the lung without inducing apparent inflammation and can be 
easily loaded with hydrophobic drugs [66]. Therefore, PC-coating for-
mulations appear promising as theranostic nanopharmaceutic agents for 
pulmonary drug delivery and could benefit patients by providing high, 
sustained drug concentrations in the lung tissue with low systemic drug 
exposure. 
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